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The next 10 years: Observe, understand, 
imagine and then, CREATE the Future

Gerd Leonhard, Futurist & CEO The Futures Agency





The purpose of looking at the future is not prediction -  

it is to better prepared!





“One’s destination is never a place, but a new way of seeing things”  
(Henry Miller)



PermaChange
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Take a wider view: Beyond efficiency towards resilience, agility, creativity!

PermaChange



www.thegoodfuturefilm.com

At this very moment, how can we talk about Optimism and The Good Future?

http://www.thegoodfuturefilm.com






“We should be optimistic not because our problems are smaller than we thought, but 
because OUR  CAPACITY TO SOLVE THEM IS LARGER THAN WE THOUGHT”  

(Kevin Kelly)



OUR TECH/SCIENCE CAPACITY TO SOLVE OUR PROBLEMS IS INCREASING EXPONENTIALLY
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BUT our capacity to COLLABORATE and to AGREE has not kept up
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The next 10 years will bring more change than the previous 100 years



Mick Jagger & Spot Robot (Boston Dynamics on Youtube)





“If at first the idea is not absurd, then there is no hope for it” Albert Einstein 



BIO-MANUFACTURING is the use of biological systems that have been engineered, or that are used outside their natural 
context, to make a product. It is enabled by synthetic biology (SYNBIO): the application of engineering principles to biology.

https://archive.bio.org/articles/synthetic-biology-explained


PIVOTING



The Digital Revolution: 
Humans ☯ Machines  
Artificial Intelligence



AI: “Computer systems that turn information and data into KNOWLEDGE”  
(Demis Hassabis,  CEO, DeepMind)





The End of (some) Routine is not the end of Human Work*



“Great technology should not aim to replace humans, rather amplify human capabilities”   
Douglas Engelbart 1955





AI is a 
GENERAL 
PURPOSE  
TECHNOLOGY













Generative AI (DallE, ChatGPT)
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TryItOnAi.com



Dubbed in SPANISH with Rask.ai

Very useful if the task is not utterly mission-critical…
… or if the AI is used in stable, defined, limited situations 



AI is promising dramatically increased productivity for knowledge workers*



Too much of a good thing (technology) can be a very bad thing 





Machine  
Turf!?

Human- 
Only 
Turf





Biological 
Intelligence 

Digital  
Intelligence



Invest as much in humanity as you invest in technology!



PERMA-CHANGE





PermaChange: OpportunityX ☯ RiskX





THE FUTURE MINDSET: 
Questions* 
Creativity  

Imagination 
Intuition  

Resilience 
Optimism 
Courage 

FORESIGHT



Spend 45 minutes per day on/in THE FUTURE!



The Future is created by OPTIMISTS



The Future is NO LONGER an extension of the present



“You need to get to the future ahead of your customers, and be ready to greet them 
when they arrive” (Marc Benioff, CE0 of Salesforce)
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Take a wider view: What is now possible BECAUSE of the 3 Revolutions?



Imagination is more important than knowledge (Einstein)

The Future exists first in imagination, then in will,  
then in REALITY (Barbara Marx-Hubbard)



Live long and prosper!

Gerd Leonhard, Futurist & CEO The Futures Agency


